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Introduction
Understanding the electronic properties of semiconductor alloys plays a vital role in developing new technologies. The advantage of alloying is that the alloy properties, such as band gap, can be tuned by varying the alloy composition to meet the specific requirements of modern device applications [1] [2] [3] . With the advent of smallstructure systems, such as quantum wells and superlattices, the effects of alloy compositions, size, device geometry, doping and controlled lattice strain can be combined to achieve maximum tenability [4] .
Al x In 1-x P alloy provides wide bandgap energy in the non-nitride III-V semiconductors and has been wide applied in electronic and photonic devices. The parent (binary) compounds such as aluminum phosphide (AlP) and indium phosphide InP, are non-centrosymmetric cubic semiconductors with zinc-blende structures based on the space group F43m [5, 6] . Recently, these compounds have attracted a great deal of attention, expecting fabrication of important electronic devices. Indeed, InP is a very promising material for solar cells and high-performance computing and communications [7] [8] [9] . Similarly, AlP, with the largest direct gap of the III-V compound semiconductors, is undoubtedly the most "exotic". Usually, this material is alloyed with other binary materials for applications in electronic devices such as lightemitting diodes (e.g. aluminium gallium indium phosphide) [10] .
Motivated by the technological importance of these materials, III-phosphides have been the subject of various theoretical investigations, from empirical [42] to first principles based on the density functional theory (DFT) [43, 44] . Most of these studies have been undertaken using the pseudo-potential [45] or the full-potential linearized-augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method which considered to be one of the most accurate methods for calculating the structural and the electronic properties of solids, within the local density approximation (LDA) [46] or the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [47] . Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, the (FP-LMTO) method has not yet been used to study the structural and the electronic properties of Al x In 1-x P alloy.
Below, we report the results obtained in the study of the variation of different structural and electronic parameters such as lattice constant, bulk modulus, band gap and effective masses with the alloy fraction using the x 1-x (FP-LMTO) method. In our calculations, we have adopted the "special quasirandom structures" (SQS) approach [48, 49] which is based on the observation that (for any given composition) atomic disorder mainly affects the electronic properties of an alloy through the short-range atomic structure. In fact, Zunger and coworkers have introduced "SQS" approach by the principle of close reproduction of the perfectly random network for the first few shells around a given site.
The paper is divided in three parts. In Section 2, we briefly describe the computational techniques used in this study. The most relevant results obtained for the groundstate properties as well as the bandgap, optical bowing and effective masse are presented and discussed in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we summarize the main conclusions of our work.
Computational Details
The calculations reported here were carried out using the ab-initio full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital (FP-LMTO) method [50, 51] as implemented in the Lmtart code [52] . The exchange and correlation potential was calculated using the local density approximation (LDA) [46] and the generalized approximation (GGA) [47] . This is an improved method compared to previous (LMTO) methods. The FP-LMTO method treats muffin-tin spheres and interstitial regions on the same footing, leading to improvements in the precision of the eingenvalues. At the same time, the FP-LMTO method, in which the space is divided into an interstitial regions (IR) and non overlapping muffin-tin spheres (MTS) surrounding the atomic sites, uses a more complete basis than its predecessors. In the IR regions, the basis functions are represented by Fourier series. Inside the MTS spheres, the basis functions are represented in terms of numerical solutions of the radial Schrödinger equation for the spherical part of the potential multiplied by spherical harmonics. The charge density and the potential are represented inside the MTS by spherical harmonics up to l max = 6. The integrals over the Brillouin zone are performed up to 35 special k-points for binary compounds and 27 special k-points for the alloys in the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ), using the Blöchl's modified tetrahedron method [53] . The self-consistent calculations are considered to be converged when the total energy of the system is stable within 10 -5 Ry. In order to avoid the overlap of atomic spheres the MTS radius for each atomic position is taken to be different for each case. Both the plane waves cut-off are varied to ensure the total energy convergence. The values of the sphere radii (MTS), number of plane waves (NPLW), used in our calculation are summarized in Table 1 .
Results and Discussions

Structural Parameters
To investigate the structural properties of AlP and InP compounds and their alloys in the cubic structure, we have started our FP-LMTO calculation with the zinc-blende structure and let the calculation forces to move the atoms to their equilibrium positions. We have chosen the basic cubic cell as the unit cell. In the unit cell there are four C anions , three A and one B, two A and two B, and one A and three B cations, respectively, for x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. For the considered structures, we perform the structural optimization by calculating the total energies for different volumes around the equilibrium cell volume V 0 of the binary AlP, InP compound and their alloy. The [54] to determine the ground state properties such as the equilibrium lattice constant a, and the bulk modulus B. The calculated equilibrium parameters (a and B) are given in Table 2 which also contains results of previous calculations as well as the experimental data. The lattice constants obtained within the LDA for the parent binary system InP and AlP are respectively 0.17 % and 0.03 % lower than the experimental value, while the corresponding bulk modulus are 0.7% and 1.2% larger than the experimental value, which is the usual level of accuracy of the LDA. When comparing the results obtained within GGA, the lattice constant are 2.6 % for InP and 1.6 % for AlP larger than the experimental values and the corresponding bulk modulus are 15.14% and 4.7% smaller than the corresponding experimental values.
Hence it is safe to conclude that the LDA bulk modulus and lattice constants is in fact in better agreement with the experimental data than the GGA values. The calculated bulks modulus using both approximation LDA and GGA decreases in going from AlP to InP, suggesting the more compressibility for InP compared to that for AlP. Usually, in the treatment of alloys when the experimental data are scare, it is assumed that the atoms are located at the ideal lattice sites and the lattice constants varies linearly with concentration x according to the so-called Vegard's law [55] .
where AC and BC are the equilibrium lattice constants of the binary compounds AC and BC respectively, (A x B 1-x C) is the alloy lattice constant. However, the law was postulated on empirical evidence, several cases of both positive and negative deviations from this law have been documented [56, 57] . Hence, it has been suggested in the literature that the deviation from Vegard's law can be represented by a quadratic expression:
where b, is the bowing parameter accounting for the deviation from linearity. Figures 1 and 2 , show the variation of the calculated equilibrium lattice constants and the bulk modulus versus concentration x for Al x In 1-x P alloy. Our calculated lattice constants were found to vary almost linearly following the Vegard's law [55] with a marginal upward bowing parameters equal to -0.07143 Å. In going from InP to AlP, when the Al-content increases, the values of the lattice parameters of Al x In 1-x P alloy decrease. This is due to the fact that the size of the Al atom is smaller than that of the In atom. Oppositely, one can see from Figure 2 that the value of the bulk modulus increases with the increase of Al concentration. The deviation of the GGA bulk modulus from the linear concentration dependence with a downward bowing equal to +21.9259 GPa. The bowing lattice parameters and the bulk modulus are found to be equal to -0.168 Å and +13.9569 GPa by using LDA approximation. In view on Table 2 , it is clear Copyright © 2011 SciRes. MSA that the LDA yields higher values than the experiment while GGA provides a good agreement.
Electronic Properties
The important features of the band structure (direct Γ-Γ and indirect Γ-X band gaps) are given in Table 3 . It is clearly seen that the band gaps are on the whole underestimated in comparison with experiments results. This underestimation of the band gaps is mainly due to the fact that both the simple form of LDA or GGA do note take into account the quasiparticle self energy correctly [58] which make them not sufficiently flexible to accurately reproduce both exchange and correlation energy and its charge derivative. We worth also mention that in general, it is far to say that the experimental data are well reproduced by the calculation. On raison for this difference is that in our calculations we have assumed the crystal to be at T = 0 K and thus do not include contributions from lattice vibrations that are present at room The calculated band gap versus concentrations was fitted by a polynomial equation.
where E AC and E BC corresponds to the of the AlP and InP gaps for the Al x In 1-x P alloy. The results are shown in Figure 3 and are summarized as follows: 
It is clear from the above equations that the direct (Γ → Γ) and indirect (Γ → X) band gaps versus concentration have a nonlinear behavior. The direct gap (Γ → Γ) has a downward bowing with a value of 1.396, while the indirect gap (Γ → X) has an upward bowing of -3.907. These parameters are lower than those obtained using the LDA (2.38 and -4.059).
The physical origins of gap bowing were investigated following the approach of Zunger and co-workers [60] , which decompose it into three contributions. The overall bowing coefficient at a given average composition x measures the change in the band gap according to the formal reaction
where and Ref. [35] lattice constant of the alloy with the average composition x. The Equation (5) is decomposed into three steps:
2.0
1.5
The first step measures the volume deformation (VD) effect on the bowing. The corresponding contributions b VD to the bowing parameter represents the relative response of the band structure of the binary compounds AC and BC to hydrostatic pressure, which here arises from the change of their individual equilibrium lattice constants to the alloy value a = a(x). The second contribution, 
the charge exchange (CE) contribution b CE , reflects the charge transfer effect which is due to the different (averaged) bonding behavior at the lattice constant a. The final step measures changes due to the structural relaxation (SR) in passing from the unrelaxed to the relaxed alloy by b SR . Consequently, the total bowing parameter is defined as
The general representation of the composition-dependent band gap of the alloys in terms of binary compounds gaps of the, E AC (a AC ) and E BC (a BC ), and the total gap bowing parameter b is defined as:
This allows a division of the total gap bowing b into three contributions according the following expressions:
All terms presented in Equations (11)-(13) are computed separately via self-consistent band structure calculations. The different contributions to the gap bowing were calculated using the LDA and the GGA schemes and the results are given in Table 4 . The calculated band gap bowing coefficient for random Al x In 1-x P alloy ranges from 1.3614 eV (x = 0.25) to 5.8396 (x = 0.75). Our result for x = 0.5 is higher than the experimental one and is in excellent agreement with those obtained by Ferhat and co-authors [61] using the full potential linearized augmented plane wave. One can note that for x = 0.25 and 0.50 the main contribution to the gap bowing is due to the volume deformation (VD) effect. The importance of b VD can be correlated with the mismatch of the lattice constants of the corresponding binary compounds. Consequently, the main contribution to the gap bowing is raised from the volume deformation effect. In the case of x = 0.75, the contribution of the charge transfer b CE has been found greater than those of the volume deformation b VD . This contribution is due to the different electronegativities of the In and Al or P atoms. Indeed, b CE scales with the electronegativity mismatch. The contribution of the structural relaxation is negligible and the band gap bowing is due essentially to the charge exchange effect. Finally, it is clearly seen that our LDA values for bowing parameters are larger than the corresponding values within GGA.
Calculated Effective Masses
The knowledge of the electron and hole effective mass values is indispensable for the understanding of transport phenomena, exciton effects and electro-hole in semiconductors. Therefore, it would be of much interest to determine the electron and hole effective mass values for the alloys for various Al content. We have computed the electron effective mass at the conduction band minima (CBM) and hole effecRtive mass at the valence band maxima (VBM) for the studied alloy. The electron and hole effective masses values are obtained from the curvature of the energy band near the Γ-point at the CBM and VBM for all concentration. At the Г-point the s-like conduction band effective mass can be obtained through a simple parabolic fit using the definition of the effective mass as the second derivative of the energy band with respect to the wave vector, k, via: where m * is the conduction electron effective mass and m 0 is the free electron mass. We can calculate the curvature of the valence band maximum using the following approach: if the spin-orbit interaction were neglected, the top of the valence band would have a parabolic behavior; this implies that the highest valence bands are parabolic in the vicinity of the Г-point. In this work, all the studied systems satisfy this parabolic condition of the valence band maximum at the Г-point. Within this approach, and by using the appropriate expression of Equation (14) (using a plus sign instead of the minus sign in the prefactor), we have computed the effective masses of the heavy and light holes at the Г-point. The calculated electron and hole effective mass values for the parent binary compounds InP and AlP and their alloy are given in Table 5 . Results from earlier theoretical works are also quoted for comparison. Our results for the binary compounds are in fairly good agreement with the available theoretical data. We would like mentioning here that the divergence of some values should be expected since the computation of the effective mass is very sensitive to the form of the energy band. The highest curvature of the electronic band yields the smallest effective mass of the charge carriers and the highest conductivity. From Table 5 data, we can outline that holes are much heavier than electrons, for all concentrations in Al x In 1-x P alloy, so carrier transport in this alloy should be dominated by electrons.
Conclusions
We have performed first-principles calculations using (FP-LMTO) method within the LDA and GGA for the zinc-blende Al x In 1-x P alloy (x = 0.0; 0.25; 0.50; 0.75; 1.00). We have found that lattice parameter follows Vegard's law, the bulk modulus varies significantly with the composition x and the electronic band structure has a nonlinear dependence on the composition. We have characterized the deviation from the linear behavior by calculating the optical bowing parameter. The main contribution to the total bowing parameter arises from structural (volume deformation) and chemical effects. The computed effective masses of the systems studied are found comparable to those reported in literature. Our results provide an estimate of this important compound.
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